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Designer Dish: Enlightening Q&A with David Mast of David Mast Design in San

Francisco, CA

 

Photo courtesy of David Mast Design

Recently I had the absolute pleasure of spending some time chatting with David Mast. Talk about an influential

man, designer, person and leader...David Mast impressed me on so many levels and his gorgeous projects truly

stand out. I'm a sucker for uniquely creative concepts and the team at David Mast Design takes this motto to an

entirely new level. Let's jump right as I can't wait to share with you the highlights from our discussion:

CasaCullen: So tell me about your childhood and when you knew that design was your thing?

David Mast: I grew up on a dairy farm and was constantly building as a child. My main focus was in horticulture.

I loved plants and I built my own green house in the shape of a pyramid when I was around 12 years old. I read all

about the energy of a pyramid and how it incorporates into the earth. After all the long winters growing up in

Alberta...I enjoyed spending time in the garden with unique plants and I ordered seeds from seed catalogs. Native

American colored corn was one of my choices and by the time the fall hit, the corn must’ve been 15 feet tall and I

harvested so much from it.

CC: College? High School? Tell me about those years...

DM: I was a pre-seminary major in college and the onto Princeton seminary to be a Presbyterian minister. My last

year I realized I hadn’t experienced life to truly know what spirituality was all about so I decided on a different
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route. I was a youth pastor for 4 years in a Presbyterian church and that ‘cured’ me from working in the church.

I'm very spiritual still but not religious. Working for a church and running it like a business made me start to think

about owning my own business…  

CC: You sure did experience so much before even dabbling in design...let's get to the good stuff...

DM: Went through a divorce, moved to San Francisco and bought my a home in the Dolores Park section of the

city. The biggest thing was starting to find out who I am and that I didn’t just want to be another gay interior

designer. I also started to realize how talented I was and that this talent came from my Mother. She's a

phenomenal designer/interior designer. I can’t remember a time when the house was not being ripped apart and

remodeled.

CC: Was there any formal design school attendance?

DM: I attended UC Berkeley interior design program and in my second semester one of my professors said to me,

‘What are you doing here?’ He said that I'm not going to learn anything else. I'm already there. I'm already a

designer! I didn’t believe him and but I started my business in 2000 during my second year because I didn’t

believe that I should quit school and it’s been booming ever since!

CC: So what do you aim for in all your designs? What's one aspect that connects all your projects?

DM: My philosophy has always been to create pure, simple and clean spaces that are sacred to one’s own being.

We live in a world that’s driven by information. We’re inundated by it and pounded with information. My

intention is to create the sacred space in our homes where we can rejuvenate ourselves and it’s so important to

define that space for each one of us. If you don’t find a space to do that, we find ourselves spiraling downward into

a mess.

CC: That's so inspiring and true. I want to go create my sanctuary right now. Give me a taste of

some of your personal favorite designer highlights over the year...a personal design achievement.

DM: A year ago I finished a 6,000 square foot home for an Apple executive and did it from scratch and created

some incredible interior facades. Another is an extremely contemporary 10,000 sq ft home for a former Seagate

executive that I'm currently working on. Both clients are and were so willing to try something new. For example, a

massive douglas fir slab was used for a dining table. Eleven feet long by fifty four inches wide and flanked by 12

metallic gold leather dining chairs.

CC: So for all my amazing readers, where do you shop for all your incredible pieces?  

DM: Most of my inspiration still comes from nature. I tend to see color and then visualize those colors into

projects. The shape of plants and rocks that I like to use are very natural and earthy materials. 

In regard to furnishings, I tend to look at more of the Italian lines because they truly understand pure, simple,

clean, modern contemporary furnishings. Still to this day I get Pottery Barn, Restoration Hardware, Crate &

Barrel, CB2 and IKEA catalogs and I’ll page through them just to see what’s unique and different in there.

I considers myself going beyond that but I see them as a good stepping stone for getting into the contemporary

lifestyle. I want people to understand the world around them and find solace in their life. I tend to be a little shy,

not an introvert but extremely proud of what I do. One of the greatest disservices is when designers are not team

players and they make it all sound so inexpensive and it’s really not!  

CC: I'm sort of new to the design world, do you use mood boards or am I just a dork?

DM: I totally use them. I’ll add an ornament or an accessory to it too. I’ll find a photograph of what I intend to do,
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maybe not exactly. I may use natural materials on the board...throw some grass on it. I use lots of fabric and

multiple pieces of furniture that I think the client should use. I'll walk through it with the client and at times I’ll let

the client keep the board.

CC: One last question for you...what locations, travels have inspired and influenced your

aesthetic?

DM: I love to travel, I've traveled the world. Japan...architecture in japan is so awesome. Pure lines are big but it's

lacking interiors for sure. Italy for furnishings for sure. Actually, just all over Europe for contemporary stuff. China

was trying to do it but somewhat failed because of quality. In Thailand and southeast Asia the fabrics were

phenomenal including a variety of silks. Pakistan also has some nice fabrics and Bali has great asian antiques. The

in the United States there's Herman Miller, Steelcase…actually I'm hoping we see more contemporary furniture

being made here.    

David, thank you so much for your time and this wonderful interview. To my amazing readers, don't you just love

that David has clearly given us all some great ideas for finding inspiration, gaining influence and utilizing mood

boards to clearly see our ideas. You already know how much I love to find design ideas from our travels HERE. 

Also, I've included some of my favorite David Mast Design images below that I adore. Seriously, can I just dive

into and live in one of these tranquil and gorgeous homes? For more information on David, his designs and his

team please visit his site HERE. I feel honored to have spent some time discussing design, life, travels and our

shared love for all things San Francisco with such an amazing and talented man. Enjoy!
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Want to get CasaCullen in your inbox everyday? Click that cute little guy below:
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